2.PHONOLOGY
Phonological
Lax (I] [u]
[~]
[o]
[ce]
[re] The phonological system of Gaznax is similar, if not identical, to that of Be~pi}n. Thus, the consonants are those given by Sinha (2000: 48 ff.) . It is worth noting that Gaznax is an /xl dialect, as the former Aramaic 11).1 phoneme has shifted to /x/, fusing thus with the [k] allophone of !k/, of which the allophony is no more productive (cf. Sinha 2000: 51) .
As for the vowel system, we need to clearly distinguish between the phonetic and the phonological inventories, contrasted in Figure 1 . As we can see, Gaznax has only 6 vocalic phonemes, but different phonetic realisations of these. For clarity, the phonemes are repeated in Table 1 together with their main realisations.
Generally speaking, vowels in an open syllable are realized as a tense and long allophone, while in a closed syllable they appear as a more centralized allophone of short duration. 6 These distinctions are in general not phonemic, except marginally in the opposition /al-Ia/. [0] appear only in a handful of Turkish loanwords (such as the country name Tiirkiye 'Turkey' or the word ogretmen 'teacher', for which a native word malpana exists as well), and are not part of the native system.
DISTINCTIVE LEXICAL ITEMS
Some lexical items of Gaznax differ from those in the other Judi dialects. Table 2 shows some of these differences, contrasting the Gaznax dialect with the Be~p;}n and Harbole dialects. r-x-5 Sinha (2000) . The data from Harbole come the author's fieldwork. Some lexical differences were pointed out to me by the Gaznax speakers. In addition to these differences in form, there are also identical lexemes which differ only in grammatical gender.
PRONOMINAL SYSTEM
The pronominal system of Gaznax is typical of the Judi dialects. Ind.
-S -L -Pass. The copular conjugation resembles in general the other Judi dialect forms, though there are some differences. Table 4 presents the independent, enclitic, past, negative, and past negative copular forms. Those which differ significantly from the Be~p;:,n copular forms (Sinha 2000: 144-148) are marked by italics.
In contrast to the Be~p;}n forms, the past affirmative and negative copulas do not have a /-wV-/ segment, as for example iwonwa (1sg.m.) or iwanwa (1sg.f.) in Be~p;:,n. Consequently, gender distinction disappears for these forms. As for the enclitic plural copulas, these are iwux (1 pl.) and iwl1ton (2pl.) in Be~p;}n.
Emergence of a Deictic Copula
Deictic General Gaznax Besp;:,n ho>o-ho- Table 5 : Split of the independent copula in Gaznax
The independent copula is used in the Judi dialects when talking about the immediate present (or in a narrative present). As such it also participates in the formation of the present progressive verbal tense paradigm (see below). Syntactically, it is the independent counterpart of the enclitic copula.
In most Judi dialects, the independent copula is formed by using the base !hoi + L-suffix. In the Gaznax dialect, however, the corresponding base form is ;>o/, which is regularly used in the present progressive paradigm, as well as in nominal clauses in the present tense. Nonetheless, the base !hoi is retained (or possibly innovated by dialect contact) for true deictic uses:
Thus, in the Gaznax dialect the independent copula has split into two differing forms, as summarized in Table 5 .
Sandhi of the Enclitic Copula
In the Judi dialects, the enclitic copula starts with an Ii-I segment.
8 Following a singular predicate, this segment is regularly fused to a preceding /a/ vowel, resulting in the phonological diphthong lay/ which is sometimes realized as the diphthong [e1] , but more often in this context simply as the monophthong [e] (cf. Sinha 2000: 147; Poizat 2008: 33) .
However, in the Gaznax dialect, the presence of an emphatic consonant near the lay/ diphthong alters its realisation to [aj] (instead of the regular [e(1)]). 9
The effect of the emphatic consonant is, however, blocked in the presence of the feminine suffix 1-ta/. As a consequence, the sandhi behaviour of the clitic copula with nouns containing an emphatic consonant depends on the gender of the noun. Table 6 shows the different sandhi patterns with the example of the adjective tawa 'good'. 10 Gender Abstract form
[tawtela]
[aj] or [rej] [e] or [ej] Table 6 : Sandhi patterns of enclitic copula with the adjective 'good'
As described above, this phenomenon is simply a case of allophony of the lay/ diphthong. Curiously, according to my observations, some speakers may have started to extend this pattern by analogy to other adjectives, which do not contain an emphatic consonant. In such a case, the allophonic pattern is becoming an allomorphic pattern. To ascertain this claim, however, more exact acoustic measurements are needed. 8 One may wonder whether this segment is simply part of the copular base, or is in fact the indicative prefix i-used in the verbal system, as has been suggested to me by Prof. Bruno Poizat. We note that the synchronic question is independent from the diachronic one, i.e. whether both have the same source.
9 Some variation as to the application of this rule is attested between speakers. 10 The sandhi pattern of the plural copula ilay with plural forms ending with 1-e/ is another issue. The sequence ley! is sometimes realized as [e], sometimes as [e], and sometimes as [i] (as if the /-e/ ending was simply elided).
VERBAL CONJUGATION
This section presents some features of the Gaznax verbal system, some of which are unique to this dialect, and some which are shared with other Judi dialects, but deserve special attention.
The Indicative Present
The indicative present is formed using the present base (e.g. saql-'take') together with an S-pronominal suffix. Additionally, in most Judi dialects, a y--i-prefix precedes the present base, similarly to the prefix k-in some other dialects (cf. Poizat 2008: 78) . In Gaznax, however, the indicative prefix y-occurs only before vowelinitial present bases, which are derived from I /)I roots in the first stem formation.n Contrast the following two examples: 
The Present Progressive
Sinha lists 3 present progressive constructions in the Judi dialects (see Table 7 ). Gaznax speakers use frequently only the construction formed using the independent copula together with the infinitive (e.g. sqala 'to take'). A second construction, formed using the present base, does appear from time to time but to a lesser degree, and may very well be the product of contact with other Judi dialects.
Besp;m Construction
Ind. copula + (b) + infinitive Ind. copula + present base Occurrence in Gaznax rarer (b) + infinitive + enclitic copula not found Table 7 : Present progressive constructions in Judi dialects
In contrast to other Judi dialects, the b-prefix (stemming from the preposition b-'in'), which precedes the infinitive in the present progressive formation, occurs only before vowel-initial present bases.
12 Contrast: 
klaya wait.INF
An interesting variant construction was presented by one speaker, who occasionally omitted the copula altogether. In the following example, note also the optionality of the object pronominal suffix on the infinitive: 
brat-i daughter-POSS.lSG
A similar construction was noted in the Barwar dialect (Khan 2008: 726) . 12 In the Be~pan dialect, the distribution of b-is similar to that of they-indicative prefix: it appears only before infinitives of the first stem formation.
The Preterite
In Gaznax, as in all Judi dialects, there is no preverbal qam particle (or the like) for forming the preterite (cf. for example Cohen 2012: 458; Khan 2008: 176f.) . Consequently, the preterite (i.e. perfective past) is always formed using the preterite base (e.g. sqil 'took'). A suffixed L-suffix indexes the subject/agent 13 of the verb (glossed A). As for the object/patient (glossed P), 3 possibilities exist:
For the direct object, the S-suffix can be used for all persons. In the following examples, note the S-suffixes which are glossed as patient (P) markers: These forms, however, are not so common, and did not seem to be entirely intuitive to the speakers during the elicitation sessions. An apparently easier and more frequent possibility is to use the preposition b-(originally meaning 'in, with') with a pronominal suffix: 13 The notions of Agent and Patient are used here as semantic macro-roles, much like the Actor and Undergoer in Gutman (2008) .
14 The transcription of these examples is normalized according to the system used here. The usage of the b-preposition as an object marker is also attested in the Bespan dialect:
' ... you (sg.f.) shall marry me ... ' (Sinha 2000: 212 (181)) The fact that the same argument which can be indexed by an S-suffix is marked by a preposition shows that the b-preposition has been grammaticalized as an accusative marker. As a preposition b-has either a locative, instrumental, or comitative ('with') meaning. None of these meanings has been reported as having been grammaticalized as a direct object marker by the World Lexicon of Grammaticalisation (Heine and Kuteva 2002) .
The path of the grammaticalisation may have gone through a different meaning, though. We note that in some cases b-adds a malefactive sense (MAL) to the argument:
(17) galak mindyane many things (w)ud-ux-wa do-1PL-CONV 'We made many things against them'.
biy-ay MAL-3PL
Such a use of b-is also known from Amharic (Kane 1990: 853) . It may be this sense which served as an intermediate stage on the way to become an accusative marker.
We can contrast the use of b-with the preposition il(l)-. In some NENA dialects, the latter serves as a direct object marker (see, for example, Khan 2008: 808 (iv) ). In Gaznax, however, it is reserved to mark a syntactically indirect (i.e. oblique) object, which can never be substituted by an S-suffix. Semantically, though, it can sometimes denote the patient of the action: ill-i 013L-1SG
GENITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
In the Gaznax dialect, as in other Judi dialects, the classical Semitic annexation construction with the old construct state is hardly apparent. Instead, three other constructions are available to mark the genitive relationship. 
A TEXT SAMPLE
The following section presents a short text sample, transcribed from an interview made with the late Memo Yaramis, who lived most of his life in Gaznax, until his migration to Istanbul and subsequently to France. 17 The facts covered in the text are similar to those related by , which is also based on the memories of Memo Yaramis. ·
The transcription and translation of the text would not have been possible without the keen help of Joseph Alichoran. Time permitting, we hope to publish a longer extract of the text.
Unless marked otherwise, the word accent is penultimate. Note that clitics (separated by an = symbol) do not normally change the accent position. Intonation group boundaries are simply marked by punctuation marks (comma or final point, according to the context). Note also that initial glottal stops ;>; are systematically omitted in the transcription. The symbol of 3 dots ( ... ) in the text indicates hesitation of the speaker. 
